Abstract: This paper follows issues of tactical fight for a special category of troops of the Roman army, namely the archers. Archers troops usually have in its name the indicative sagittarii, sagittaria, sagittariorum. These troops are of two types: pedestrian and mounted.
T he Roman Empire's military vision has in its centre the troops of legionary heavy infantry. In time, due to the challenges arising from the extent of the territory and therefore confronting new enemies who have various combat tactics, the Roman generals felt the need to adapt. Therefore they introduced specialized auxiliary troops. This paper follows issues of tactical fight for a special category of troops, namely the archers. Archers troops usually have in its name the indicative sagittarii, sagittaria, sagittariorum 1 . These troops are of two types: pedestrian and mounted. The archers were first mentioned in connection with Scipio's army from Hispania, and these were organized in small groups corresponding to the legionary centuriae 2 . Incorporating them into the Roman army as regular units would be still a long process. The archers will not be used from the end of the Punic wars until Caesar's campaigns in Gallia. Caesar uses in these campaigns Cretan and Numidian archers 3 , and it mentions the presence of some solid units of Gauls archers in Vercingetorix's army 4 . All the archers in the Roman army, be they on foot or mounted, used the "Mediterranean" shooting technique 5 , the oldest known technique 6 . The mechanics of launching an arrow is based on three actions: stretching the cord, keeping the cord stretched, taking aim and releasing the cord and the arrow 7 . The archer fixes the arrow in the cord, turns towards the target and raises the bow with the left hand stretched in front, holding it vertically, at the same time pulls the cord with the right hand until it reaches the chin, the right shoulder or the right ear 8 , he takes aim looking over or under the arrow, depending on the distance to the target. While stretched, the cord is held with a finger above the arrow and with another one or two under it 9 (Fig1, 2,b). It is preferred that the archer not to stand to much with the bow stretched in order to reduce the fatigue and the shaking 10 . In the case of the Mediterranean technique, the arrow is held on the left side of the bow 11 . Another well known shooting technique is the "Mongolian" one, which states the support of the arrow between the thumb and the pointer finger 12 . This technique utilizes a ring, usually made of bone, to protect the thumb from cord friction (Fig2, b) . These type of rings have not been discovered before the Byzantine period, that is why it is supposed that this technique was not employed by the Roman army 13 . In this technique the arrow is held on the right side of the bow 14 . The Sasanian archers have never adopted the Mongolian shooting technique, which they considered to be barbarian. They stretched the cord with the middle and ring fingers, the pointer finger and possibly the thumb were used for supporting the arrow. The saracen archers used protection for the tip of their fingers in order to avoid cord wounds. The finger protections were fixed with the aid of small chains, that after were tied around the wrist they formed a cross on the back of the palm and the two ends were tied around the middle finger 15 .
THE PEDESTRIAN ARCHERS
The archers have an important role in the beginning of the battle trying to demoralize and disorganize the enemy by causing great loses from afar 16 . Their purpose in the beginning of the battle is to create gaps in the enemy's attack line and, if possible, to eliminate as many components of the adversary's commands. Thus, in case of an attack by heavy infantry or heavy cavalry 17 the loses were minimized for their own side and the enemy would become more vulnerable 18 . During the fight, the archers are intended to support other troops by standing behind them and shooting their arrows above them 19 , in between the heavy infantry's intervals, or on the flanks 20 . Thus, very often, the archers along with the slingers or the cavalry 21 would offer support to the heavy infantry against the attacks of the enemy's cavalry Although this type of positioning was criticized by some military art theorists, because the archer had to shoot above the infantry's front rows, thus decreasing quite a lot the range of the arrow and the acuity of the strike 26 , it can not be negated the utility for their protection and for the fact that they could continue shooting even after the battle line was at close range. If the army was positioned on a slope the shooting range would increase 27 . Another example for the archer's positioning often described during the battles is on the heavy infantry's flanks 28 , alongside to the slingers and other soldiers specialized in projectile launching. The modern authors have interpreted this positioning as being a tactic to protect in flanks 29 . Because it's well known even from Antiquity the archers' vulnerability 30 , this explanation is not plausible. This explanation is based on the "small firearms theory" 31 . This supports that no weapon can hit a target in the same place every time no matter its accuracy. This depends on various factors: variations of the projectiles' mass, variations of propulsion, disruptions in the air which increase or shorten the length of the soaring or the deviation. The projectiles shot by an army towards a target would describe a cone, that when it intersects with the ground creates the so called beaten zone (Fig3) with an elliptical form, with its long axis parallel on the line of the weapon to the target. The battle zone may vary according to the appearance of the terrain. In order for the projectile launching troops to have a greater efficiency they must be placed so the long axis of their battle zone to coincide with the target's long axis, this being possible by placing them on the flanks 32 . An unusual example for utilizing the archers is when Titus used his archers during the siege of Jerusalem in street combats 33 .
THE MOUNTED ARCHERS
As it is the case with pedestrian archers, even though the Roman generals have experimented on themselves the utility of the mounted archers, there is no proof of using this type of troops in the Roman army until the Civil wars between Caesar and Pompei, when the latter receive from Antiochus of Commagene a contingent of archers on horse 34 . The majority of the archers on horse were raised from the Eastern Empire population, that were famous for their ability in archery and in riding 46 , because utilizing with great precision a bow while on horse necessitated a skilled rider. The horses were trained in such a way that they didn't act negatively when the archer squeezed his knees in order to rise in the moment of launching the arrow 47 . Also, when additions to this troops were needed, the recruitment was not done locally, as was the case concerning other troops, but in the area of origin of the troop 48 . During the march the mounted archers had a well established and important role in the avant-garde and on the flanks in order to protect the army from possible surprise attacks. On the battle field they were used mostly as support troops, and in the case of a chasing they were the most appropriate because of their mobility.
The introduction of the mounted archers diversifies the harassment possibilities especially if the adversary has a solid and ordinate infantry 49 . If the army would attack, they were the ones to usually open hostilities, their purpose being to create confusion, to demoralize and disorganize the enemy by causing great losses form afar, in order to ensure the success of the main charge. The mounted archers are often used in pursuits, because of their mobility, the terror and disorder they bring to the enemy's retreating lines. Also, because their weapons allow fighting form afar, their integrity is not endangered 50 . They were extremely efficient especially in chasing and dispersing the demoralized heavy cavalry who missed its charge and is running, because they were not forced to fight in block and were a lot lighter and 40 FLAVIUS JOSEPHUS, BJ 2.500-2.501; 3.66-3.69; 5.47-5.49 MAURICIUS, 12; SCHEUERBRANDT 2004 , 50. 46 RUSCU 1996 , 119. 48 CHEESMAN 1914 , 82-84. 49 ȚENTEA 2012 , 102. 50 MCALLISTER 1993 faster 51 . If the enemy doesn't have mounted archers in order to counter the attacks, it could suffer important losses 52 . The archers were extremely useful combined with the heavy cavalry because they were able to create breaches in the enemy's defense line, breaches that were exploited to the maximum by the heavy cavalry 53 .
The usual tactic that they adopted was the following: the archer rode towards the enemy shooting straight ahead. When he reached the effective range of action he turned to the right and rode parallel with the enemy, firing as many arrows as possible in the enemy's direction. The archer was ready to turn right if the enemy tried to approach 54 . Afterwards he would turn with its back and probably would shoot a few arrows during the retreat. Since in this case it was quite difficult to take aim, the purpose was to send a rain of arrows toward the zone occupied by the enemy in order for some of them to find their target. In these cases speed is more important than precision Another tactic often encountered in the East archers on horse was the flight simulation while continuing to shoot arrows over the back of the horse. This technique named "partic" or "retreat" was probably used by archers to escape without wounds in case they would finish their arrows or to lure the enemy into a trap 59 . It is possible that the archers had also spears in order to reduce their vulnerability if they were in danger of being caught by the enemy. In order to escape their followers, from an attempt of circling them or a heavy cavalry charge, they had the advantage of mobility 60 given by their equipment's lightness and the horses' amazing speed and total submission 61 . If the arrows were depleted, the archers on horse can renew their stock quickly and easily thanks to their great speed 62 . The mounted archers are faster that the pedestrian ones, but they can use this advantage only in the open field. They can get closer or further from the enemy at greater speed and envelop the enemy line 63 . Also, if the need arises they can dismount and fight just like the pedestrian archers do. If they have to cross a river, they can do it much faster that the pedestrian ones, facilitating even the crossing for the latter ones 64 . The archers on horse use smaller bows than the 51 RUSCU 1996, 216. 52 DIXON/SOUTHERN 1992, 143. 53 PLUTARCH, CRASSUS 24-25; CASSIUS DIO 40.22-40.24; EADIE 1967, 164; LUTTWAK 1976, 43; COWAN 2011A, 35. 54 GOLDSWORTHY 1996 , 67. 55 GOLDSWORTHY 1996 ,188, 233. 56 LATHAM, PATERSON 1970 GOLDSWORTHY 1996 , 232. 57 HEATH 1980 apud MILLER/MCEWEN/BERGMAN 1986 , 188. 58 FARROKH/MCBRIDE 2005 PEDDIE 1996, 91; MONTAGU 2006 , 67. 60 THORNE 2007 . 61 COULSTON 1985, 293-4; , 77. 62 PLUTARCH, Crassus 25. 63 MCALLISTER 1993 CAESAR, BG 7.56.
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